Campus Council on Academic Standards and Curriculum Meeting
Nov 19, 1 – 3pm, via Zoom

Present: Grace Lasker, Avery Shinneman, Ceri Nishihara, Rob Turner, Hazel Asuncion

Guests: Pam Lundquist, Cinnamon Hillyard

Curriculum Reviewed:

- B DATA 200
  Introduction to Data Studies
  CCASC Recommendation: Fix assignments, match Kuali and syllabus, suggest changes to LOs, work on more information in the justification
  CCASC Decision: PENDING – BACK TO CCASC CHAIR

- B HLTH 297
  Selected Introductory Topics in Health
  CCASC Recommendation: Match Kuali and LOs, suggest change to LO, elaborate on justification
  CCASC Decision: PENDING – BACK TO CCASC CHAIR

Minutes submitted by Dawn Moncalieri
Meeting adjourned at 3pm
Next meeting will be Dec 3, 1pm